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A conjecture of Gabbay (1981) states that any class of flows of time
having the property known as finite H-dimension admits a finite set of
expressively complete one-dimensional temporal connectives. Here we
show that the class of ‘circular’ structures refutes the generalisation of
this conjecture to Kripke frames. We then construct from this class,
by a general method, a new class of irreflexive transitive flows of time
that refutes the original conjecture.
Our paper includes full descriptions of a method for establishing
finite H-dimension for a class of structures and of the technique for
extending finite H-dimension to other classes, and an introduction
surveying the area of expressive completeness.
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1 Introduction
In this paper we refute a conjecture of Dov Gabbay, made in [G1] and con-
cerning the connection between the Henkin dimension (H-dimension) of a
class K of flows of time and the existence of a finite set of expressively com-
plete one-dimensional temporal connectives for K. We will give an example
of a class of structures, namely the class C of “circles”, for which (amongst
other things) there is a finite set of expressively complete connectives in
many dimensions, but no finite set of expressively complete connectives in
one dimension. (The terminology here is as in [G1] and will be explained be-
low.) This result has interesting implications both in theory and in practice.
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The fact that a temporal system must make use of reference points in order
to be fully expressive over this class is of interest both philosophically and
perhaps in linguistics. More practically, it suggests that when designing tem-
poral specifications for computer systems over structures such as circles, one
should either introduce a whole collection of connectives to express the prop-
erties required by the problem or else employ a many-dimensional system or
even first order logic itself.
Circle-like flows of time are discussed in [P2]. In [Rey1] Reynolds gives
complete axiomatisations of a class including the class of circles, both with
Gabbay’s “IRR rule” and without it. Using Rabin’s theorem he also proves
that the monadic first order theory of the class is decidable.
In this extended introduction we will explain the conjecture of Gabbay,
and discuss its significance.
1.1 Temporal structures
First we need some definitions. We consider Kripke frames: structures of
the form (T,<), where T is a non-empty set and < is a binary relation on
T . In temporal logic, the structure (T,<) is thought of as a flow of time, in
which < is the earlier-later relation — hence < is usually assumed irreflexive
and transitive. Thus, in temporal logic (T,<) is simply an irreflexive poset.
The integers, natural numbers, the rational and real numbers and various
trees are the most common flows of time in day-to-day use, though in this
paper we will be considering rather diﬀerent flows of time: indeed, general
first order structures will be used.
In addition to the relation <, further structure is imposed on T . We will
have available a collection (usually taken as countably infinite) of proposi-
tional atoms, p, q, r, etc. An assignment into T is a map h that provides
a subset h(p) of T for each atom p. We then view the atom p as being
true at precisely those time points t ∈ T satisfying t ∈ h(p). We can write
(T,<, h) ≤ p(t) to express that p is true at t (under h). If p is false, we write
(T,<, h) 6≤ p(t). The triple (T,<, h) is called a temporal structure, and has
(T,<) as its underlying flow of time.
We can write formulas involving the atoms and Boolean connectives, and
evaluate them at each point of T relative to the assignment h. Every atom
p is a formula, and the set of formulas is closed under ∧ and ¬. If A,B are
formulas, and t ∈ T , we will inductively define (T,<, h) ≤ (A ∧ B)(t) if and
only if (T,<, h) ≤ A(t) and (T,<, h) ≤ B(t), and (T,<, h) ≤ ¬A(t) if and
only if (T,<, h) 6≤ A(t). The connectives ∨, →, etc. are definable from ∧ and
¬, so we will regard them merely as abbreviations.
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Which other formulas are allowed depends on the set of temporal con-
nectives we consider. If we allow no more connectives than ∧ and ¬, we
get simply classical propositional logic. However, following the example of
natural language, most authors use special temporal connectives to express
properties of time points other than the present. For example, Arthur Prior
(see e.g., [P1]) introduced the simple unary connectives F and P . ‘Unary’
means that they take one argument, so that if A is a formula then so are
FA and PA. Their semantics are given as follows. Let M = (T,<, h) be a
temporal structure, and let t ∈ T . The formula FA is true at t in M , or
M ≤ FA(t), if and only if there is u ∈ T with u > t such that M ≤ A(u).
That is, FA says that A will be true at some time in the Future. Similarly,
PA says that A was true at some Past moment, which reduces formally to
M ≤ PA(t) if and only if ∃u ∈ T (u < t ∧M ≤ A(u)). G and H abbreviate
¬F¬ and ¬P¬, respectively. Clearly, M ≤ GA(t) if and only if M ≤ A(u)
for all u > t; and similarly for H. We can read GA as “A is Going (always)
to be true”, and HA as “A Has (always) been true”. Thus, formulas such as
F (p∧Hq) can be written. This particular one holds at t in M if and only if
for some u > t with M ≤ p(u), we have M ≤ q(v) for all v < u in T .
1.2 Monadic first order logic
We want to know what, in general, is a temporal connective. To answer this
we will consider the monadic first order language over a temporal structure.
Classical logic is widely believed to be useful, pleasant and expressive; so
if we wished to regard (T,<, h) as a first order structure rather than as a
modal one, how would we go about it? A very natural way is as follows. We
consider the first order signature with ‘=’, as usual, and a binary relation
symbol, ‘<’. Each atom q introduced above is associated with a monadic
relation symbol Q(x). So the atomic formulas have the form x = y, x < y,
and Q(x) for variables x, y. Formulas are built up from these in the usual
way, using the Boolean connectives ∧ and ¬ and the first order quantifiers ∀
and ∃. Examples include:
(1) σ = ∀x∃y(y > x ∧Q(y))
(2) ϕ(x, y, z) = x 6= y ∧ y 6= z ∧ z 6= x
(3) √(x) = ∃y(y > x ∧ P (y) ∧ ∀x(x < y → Q(x))).
Notice the re-use of the variable x in (3): this idea will be important
later.
Semantically, this language is interpreted in a temporal structure M =
(T,<, h) as follows. ‘=’ is interpreted as equality, ‘<’ as <, and each monadic
predicate Q as the subset h(q) of T , where q is the atom associated with Q.
So if t ∈ T , we have M ≤ Q(t) if and only if M ≤ q(t) in our earlier notation.
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It is convenient to regard the Q(x) as monadic predicate variables, rather
than as unary relation symbols that are a fixed part of the signature. The
logic that allows this is called monadic first order logic. Any first order
language can be turned into a monadic language by adding monadic predicate
variables in this way; this will be useful later, when we work with arbitrary
first order structures.
The advantages of using monadic first order logic are much as for admit-
ting variables as well as constant symbols in first order logic. First, we do
not normally need to say explicitly which Q’s are currently in use — this
corresponds to our similarly cavalier treatment of the propositional atoms
p, q, . . . themselves. A second, notational advantage is that if appropriate
we can specify the interpretation of a predicate Q explicitly in a formula,
instead of as part of M, just as the values taken by first order variables are
not determined by the structure but assigned ‘at run time’. So for example,
the sentence σ(Q) in (1) above can be evaluated in M either by leaving it to
h to assign a set to Q (viz., h(q)), or by choosing a subset S ⊆ T ourselves
and evaluating (T,<, h) ≤ σ(S), which will hold if and only if (T,<, h0) ≤ σ,
where h0(q) = S.
1.3 Temporal connectives
Each of the formulas (1)-(3) above makes some claim about M ; but notice
that the number of free variables is respectively 0, 3, and 1 in the three
cases. Now a temporal formula such as F (p ∧ Hq) is evaluated in M at a
time point t. Its truth value depends on t. The corresponding formulas in the
monadic first order language are those with a single free variable: these we
can also evaluate at a time point t. Thus the formula F (p∧Hq) corresponds
naturally to √(x) (formula (3)) above: for all M = (T,<, h) and t ∈ T , we
have M ≤ F (p ∧Hq)(t) if and only if M ≤ √(t).
What, then, is a connective? Where do F, P reside in √? To answer,
consider the subformula p ∧ Hq. It corresponds to ρ(x) = P (x) ∧ ∀y(y <
x → Q(y)), with a single free variable, x. On inspecting √(x) = ∃y(y >
x ∧P(y) ∧ ∀x(x < y→ Q(x))) we can discern ρ, or rather ρ(x/y), inside it
(the bold part). Here, ρ(x/y) denotes free substitution of y for x in ρ. We can
view √ as built from the simpler τ(x) = ∃y(y > x∧R(y)), by substitution of
ρ for R. Before substitution, τ corresponds to the naked connective F , with
a ‘hole’ R for other formulas. This suggests defining a connective simply as
an arbitrary monadic formula with one free variable. The semantics of more
complex formulas will then be obtained by substitution.
Definition 1.1 We fix an arbitrary first order signature, which in the case
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of temporal logic will involve just = and <.
1. A connective is a pair (], τ(x)), where ] is an identifier (e.g., F, P ) and
τ(x) is a monadic first order formula with a single free variable, x. The
formula τ gives the semantics of ]. We call (], τ) an n-ary connective,
where n is the number of diﬀerent monadic predicates occurring in τ .
τ is called the table of (], τ), or of ].
2. Let Φ be a set of connectives. The temporal language associated with
Φ is defined as follows.
• Any atom is a Φ-formula.
• If A,B are Φ-formulas then so are ¬A and A ∧B.
• If (], τ(x, P1, . . . , Pn)) ∈ Φ is an n-ary connective, and A1, . . . , An
are formulas, then ](A1, . . . , An) is also a formula.
3. With each Φ-formula A(p1, . . . , pn) involving (at most) the atoms p1,
. . . , pn, we associate a monadic first order formula αA(x, P1, . . . , Pn),
called the table of A:
• If p is an atom then αp is P (x).
• α¬A(x) = ¬αA(x).
• αA∧B(x) = αA(x) ∧ αB(x).
• α](A1,...,An)(x) = τ(x, P1/αA1 , ..., Pn/αAn), where (], τ(x, P1, . . . ,
Pn)) ∈ Φ is n-ary, and Pi/αAi denotes the substitution of αAi(x/v)
for each occurrence of Pi(v) in τ . Here, αAi(x/v) denotes the sub-
stitution of the variable v for x in αAi(x); we may need to change
other variables of αAi(x) before substitution, since v may not be
free for x in αAi(x). (An alternative approach, avoiding changes
of variables, is to replace each occurrence Pi(v), where v 6= x, by
∃x(x = v ∧ αAi(x)).)
4. The semantics of Φ-formulas are defined as follows. Let M be a struc-
ture, let h assign subsets of the domain of M to atoms, and let t be an
element of the domain of M. Then:
• If p is an atom, M ≤ p(t) if and only if t ∈ h(p).
• M ≤ ¬A(t) if and only if M 6≤ A(t).
• M ≤ A ∧B(t) if and only if M ≤ A(t) and M ≤ B(t).
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• M ≤ ](A1, . . . , An)(t) if and only if M ≤ τ(t, h(A1), ..., h(An)),
for each (], τ) ∈ Φ, where (inductively) h(Ai) = {v ∈ M : M ≤
Ai(v)}.
The tables also give the semantics. We have:
Proposition 1.2 For all Φ-formulas A, for all structures M in the given
signature and all t ∈M , we have M ≤ A(t) if and only if M ≤ αA(t).
Proof. An easy induction on A. •
Thus the temporal logic of Prior is obtained from the set of connectives
Π = {(F,∃y(y > x ∧Q(y))), (P,∃y(y < x ∧Q(y)))}.
By including (∧, Q1 ∧Q2) and (¬,¬Q) in our Φ we could dispense with the
separate clauses above for the classical Boolean connectives.
1.4 Expressive completeness
By Proposition 1.2, whenever A is a Φ-formula there is a monadic first order
formula (namely αA(x)) that is equivalent to A in all structures M in the
sense of the proposition. This is trivial. What is decidedly not trivial is
the converse question: given a monadic first order formula ϕ(x), is there an
equivalent Φ-formula? Let us formulate this question more flexibly.
Definition 1.3 Let K be a class of flows of time, or more generally, arbitrary
first order structures in a given signature.
1. Let ϕ(x¯, P1, . . . , Pn), √(x¯, P1, . . . , Pn) be monadic formulas with free
variables amongst the variables in x¯, and monadic predicates amongst
P1, . . . , Pn. Then ϕ and √ are said to be K-equivalent if for all T ∈ K
and all subsets S1, . . . , Sn of (the domain of) T , we have
T ≤ ∀x¯(ϕ(x¯, S1, . . . , Sn)↔ √(x¯, S1, . . . , Sn)).
2. We say that a set Φ of temporal connectives is a temporal basis for
K, or (older terminology) is expressively complete over K, if for any
monadic first order formula ϕ(x) there is a Φ-formula A such that ϕ(x)
and αA(x) are K-equivalent.
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Of course, {(]ϕ,ϕ) : ϕ(x, P1, . . . , Pn) a monadic formula} is a temporal
basis for any K. The interest lies in when a finite temporal basis exists for a
given K: a finite set of connectives that can express all others (just as ∧,¬
can express all Boolean formulas). A large amount of work has been done
on this question, and we will only survey some of it here.
Hans Kamp had considered in the mid 1960’s whether the class DCLO of
Dedekind complete linear orders has a finite temporal basis. He introduced
the two binary connectives S and U , standing respectively for Since and
Until, and proved in [K] that they are expressively complete over DCLO.
The table of S is τ(x) = ∃y < x(P (y)∧∀z(y < z < x→ Q(z))); the table of
U is obtained by replacing < by >.
Another proof of Kamp’s result was sketched in [GPSS]. (In fact, the
authors proved that any monadic formula of the future fragment of N =
{0, 1, 2, ...} is equivalent to a {U}-formula. The proof’s generalisation to ar-
bitrary Dedekind complete time was mentioned.) S and U turn out not to be
expressively complete over the class LO of all linear flows of time, because of
the possible presence of Dedekind cuts (‘gaps’) in a flow of time, but, perhaps
surprisingly, Dedekind cuts can be handled with connectives with first order
tables. Jonathan Stavi [GPSS], [St] added two further, rather complicated
binary connectives, U 0 and S0, to do this. The expressive completeness of
U, S, U 0 and S0 for LO was stated without proof in [GPSS]. See [GHR1,2] for
the meanings of these connectives, and a full proof of their expressive com-
pleteness over LO, based on that of [GPSS] and using Ehrenfeucht-Fra¨ısse´
games. [GHR1] used this result to establish expressive completeness for LO
of U, S and two additional unary connectives, ∞+0 and ∞
−
0 .
Gabbay [GPSS] developed the technique of separation to prove expressive
completeness. He and Mark Reynolds gave alternative proofs of the results
above: see [G2] and [GHR2]. Separation can also be applied to non-linear
flows of time: [A] handles comb-like flows. Expressive completeness for the
binary tree — the set of finite sequences of zeros and ones, ordered by se-
quence extension — was proved in [Sch], using a two-dimensional logic (see
below) as a waystage, and without using separation. In [AG] a ‘lexicographic
sum theorem’ was proved, allowing flows of time admitting a finite temporal
basis to be built up from simpler ones; the results of Section 6 below are used
in [GHR2] to generalise this theorem.
1.5 H-dimension
What can be said in general about when a class has a finite temporal basis?
In [G1], Gabbay proved that the class K of all flows of time (arbitrary partial
orders) does not admit any finite temporal basis, by connecting expressive
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completeness to the notion of Henkin or H-dimension. A stronger property
than H-dimension, the so-called k-variable property, was characterised in
[IK], using Ehrenfeucht-Fra¨ısse´ games (cf. §3 below). Yde Venema [V] used
games to show that over {(Q, <)}, there is no finite temporal basis for the
‘genuine’ two-dimensional logic (i.e., with two evaluation points and dyadic
atoms). We will describe the notion of H-dimension now, as it is of central
concern for us.
Definition 1.4 Let K be a class of Kripke frames, or more generally, arbi-
trary first order structures. Let d be a whole number. Then K is said to
have H-dimension d if d is least such that every monadic formula ϕ(x1, . . . ,
xm, P1, . . . , Pn) is K-equivalent to a monadic formula √(x1, . . . , xm, P1, . . . ,
Pn) using at most d bound variables. K is said to have H-dimension 1 if
there is no such d.
It is not hard to see that K has H-dimension at most d if and only if every
monadic sentence is K-equivalent to one written with at most d variables —
see [GHR2, HS] or the proof of Proposition 3.2 below. Now Gabbay observed
in [G1] that if Φ is a finite set of connectives, then there is a number d such
that the table αA of any Φ-formula A (cf. Definition 1.2) can be written with
at most d bound variables. This is because bound variables can be re-used
on substitution (recall the formula √(x) above, where x was re-used). This
observation led him to the following theorem.
Theorem 1.5 [G1] If K is a class of flows of time having a finite temporal
basis, then K has finite H-dimension.
Proof. Let Γ be a finite temporal basis for K. Let d < ω be such that the
table of each connective in Γ is written with variables {x1, . . . , xd} only. Let
the monadic sentence σ(P1, . . . , Pn) be given. There is a Γ-formula A such
that αA(x1) is K-equivalent to σ(P1, . . . , Pn) ∧ x1 = x1. It suﬃces to rewrite
αA(x1) equivalently with variables x1, . . . , xd only, as then ∃x1αA(x1) will be
K-equivalent to σ and will clearly have at most d bound variables. This we
do by induction on A.
If A is atomic, the result is clear, and the result for ¬A and A ∧ B is
immediate by the inductive hypothesis. Let (], τ(x1, P1, . . . , Pn)) ∈ Γ be an
n-ary connective and let A1, . . . , An be given. We prove the result for ](A1,
. . . , An). Inductively, αAi(x1) can be written with variables x1, . . . , xd only;
and τ is already written with x1, . . . , xd. Thus any occurrence of Pi in τ
has the form Pi(xj) for some j ≤ d. When substituting αAi for it, we first
permute the variables of αAi(x1) so that xj becomes its free variable. Thus
the new table τ(x1, P1/αA1 , ..., Pn/αAn) of ](A1, . . . , An) is written only with
variables {x1, . . . , xd}. •
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As an example, we can observe that the tables of the connectives U and S
are written with three variables. But by Kamp’s result, {U, S} is a temporal
basis for DCLO. The proof of Theorem 1.5 now shows that this class has
H-dimension at most three. In fact, DCLO has H-dimension exactly three:
see [IK].
In the other direction, to show that there is no finite temporal basis for a
class K it suﬃces to show that K does not have finite H-dimension. In [G1]
Gabbay did this for the class of all flows of time. The same holds for the
class of ‘unbounded trees’: cf. [A], [IK].
A natural conjecture was made by Gabbay at this point.
Conjecture 1.6 [G1] Suppose that K is a class of flows of time with finite
H-dimension. Then there exists a finite temporal basis for K.
In this paper we will refute Conjecture 1.6.
1.6 Expressive completeness in many dimensions
Formulas of a k-dimensional temporal logic (for k ≥ 1) are evaluated at a
sequence x1, . . . , xk of points of the flow of time. Their tables have the form
α(x1, . . . , xk, P1, . . . , Pn). Here, the Pi are still monadic (if we let them be
k-adic, we obtain the ‘genuine’ k-dimensional logic that [V] treats). The logic
is said to be expressively complete in one dimension over a class K if for all
monadic ϕ(x1, P1, . . . , Pn) there is temporal A with table αA(x1, . . . , xk, P1,
. . . , Pn) such that αA is K-equivalent to ϕ(x1) ∧ x2 = x2 ∧ . . . ∧ xk = xk.
In [G1], Gabbay showed that a class of flows of time has finite H-dimension
if and only if there is a finite set Γ of many-dimensional connectives that is
expressively complete in one dimension. The ‘if’ direction is proved as in
Theorem 1.5. For the ‘only if’ direction, one defines connectives that simply
imitate the constructions of first order formulas; because of the finite H-
dimension this can be done with finitely many connectives.
It is important to distinguish between many-dimensional expressive com-
pleteness, which is equivalent to finite H-dimension, and the strictly stronger
one-dimensional expressive completeness that is our subject here. Thus one
can demonstrate (e.g., [IK]) that the classes DCLO, LO of (respectively
Dedekind complete) linear flows of time have H-dimension 3. This does not
of itself imply the theorems of [K], [GPSS] et. al. on the existence of fi-
nite temporal bases for DCLO and LO (though of course one cannot prove
this, since the temporal bases do exist!) Certainly, the known proofs of the
one-dimensional expressive completeness results for LO seem substantially
diﬀerent (and harder) than the proof that LO has H-dimension 3. Another
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feature distinguishing proofs of finite H-dimension from expressive complete-
ness proofs is their ‘marginal cost’. The proofs that {N}, {R} and {Q} have
H-dimension 3 are exactly the same, but whilst {U, S} is a temporal basis
for {N} and for {R}, extra connectives must be added to obtain one for {Q},
and the proof of expressive completeness is longer. It was not known whether
finite H-dimension implied the existence of a finite expressively complete set
of one-dimensional connectives, as in Definitions 1.1 and 1.2 above. The neg-
ative answer presented in this paper implies that the extra reference points
x2, ..., xk of a many-dimensional logic lead in general to greater expressive
power.
1.7 Plan of the paper
We first exhibit a very simple class C of circular “flows of time”, and show that
it has finite H-dimension (and indeed the 3-variable property), but admits
no finite temporal basis. As the ordering < on structures in C is irreflexive
but not transitive, C does not refute Conjecture 1.6. Nonetheless we believe
that the result is interesting, because:
• A circular flow, though not strictly a flow of time, is perfectly legitimate
as a Kripke frame. Thus the natural generalisation of Conjecture 1.6
to modal logic is shown already to be false.
• The circular flows are not pathological but very natural, having a simple
temporal interpretation. See [P2, Rey1] for a discussion.
We will then convert the class C into a full-blooded counterexample to
the conjecture, by coding the circular orders into certain transitive irreflexive
flows in such a way as to preserve finite H-dimension and the lack of a finite
temporal basis.
The methods we use for establishing finite H-dimension and coding circles
into flows of time are of interest in their own right, and we have included full
descriptions.
Thus the plan of the remainder of the paper is as follows.
Section 2: A brief discussion of circles.
Section 3: A method of establishing finite H-dimension and the k-variable
property.
Section 4: Application of the method to show that the class of all circles
has the 3-variable property, and H-dimension 3.
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Section 5: A proof that there is no finite temporal basis for the class of all
circles.
Section 6: A discussion of “constructions”, a technique of obtaining new
classes of structures from old ones, that preserves finite H-dimension
and the existence of a finite expressively complete set of connectives.
Section 7: Using constructions to form, from the class of all circles, a class
of transitive irreflexive flows of time that has H-dimension 3 but no
finite temporal basis. This class is our required counter-example to
Conjecture 1.6.
1.8 Practical importance for computer systems
Computer science is of increasing significance for temporal logic. Since tem-
poral logic is used to specify and prove properties of programs in some ap-
plication area, it is of importance to know the expressive power of various
temporal connectives. Whilst natural number time has received a great deal
of attention, other flows are now coming to the fore. For instance, real num-
ber time is gaining prominence in applications such as the timed version of
CSP [Ree], and non-linear (e.g., branching) time structures are also used to
deal with non-determinism and concurrency. As expressively complete logics
will be ‘best possible’ for many problems, the issue of when such logics exist
is of central importance. Moreover, the separation property of [GPSS], which
originally emerged from arcane theoretical work on expressive completeness,
is nowadays associated with the direct execution of temporal formulas [G2].
Expressive completeness not only provides a measure of optimal expressive-
ness of a specification language, but also, via separation, the possibility of
automatically executing a specification written in it. This lends the study of
expressive completeness a special fruitfulness for computing.
Notation
Throughout we deal with first order structures M,N in some signature, of
which the flows of time (T,<) form a special case. An assignment into a
structure M simply allots a subset of the domain dom(M) of M to each
monadic predicate (propositional atom). Our notation is mostly standard.
We employ the useful model theoretic convention of using the same name for
a structure and its domain. Thus for a structure M , a ∈M will mean that a
is an element of the domain of M . We often write x¯, a¯,..., for tuples — finite
sequences of variables, atoms, elements of a structure, etc.. The notation
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a¯ ∈M denotes that a¯ is a tuple of elements of the domain of M . If P¯ = P1,
. . . , Pn is a tuple of monadic predicates, and h an assignment, then we write
h(P¯ ) for the tuple h(P1), . . . , h(Pn). Other notations will be defined when
required.
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2 Circles
We begin by introducing the structures that are our main concern throughout
the paper.
Definition 2.1 A circle is a structure (C,<), where < is a binary relation on
the non-empty set C satisfying the following (first order expressible) axioms:
Trichotomy: For all x, y ∈ C, exactly one of x < y, x = y, x > y holds.
Local linearity: For all x ∈ C, {y ∈ C : y > x} and {y ∈ C : y < x} (i.e.,
the future and past of x) are linearly ordered by <.
Circularity: ∀xy(x < y → ∃z(y < z ∧ z < x)).
A structure (T,<) is a linear order if and only if < satisfies trichotomy and
is transitive. Any linear flow of time (T,<) satisfies the first two axioms, but
not the third. A structure (C,<) satisfying the first two axioms is sometimes
called a local order (see [C] for more information). If C is a set of cities of
diﬀering longitudes modulo π, containing Paris (longitude 2◦ E), Los Angeles
(118◦ W) and Beijing (114◦ E), and we let x < y (x > y) if y is east
(respectively west) of x, then (C,<) is a non-linear local order, as the three
cities p, la, b cited form a 3-cycle: we have p < b < la < p.
Non-trivial circles (i.e., with at least three elements) are local orders in
which any two distinct points lie in a 3-cycle. As an example of a finite circle,
if C is the set of days of the week, and we let x ≤ y if and only if y is at
most three days ahead of x, and y < x otherwise, then (C,<) is a circle of
size seven. We can form an infinite circle D by letting dom(D) = {z ∈ C :
|z| = 1, arg(z) ∈ Q} and defining z ≤ z0 if and only if 0 ≤ arg(z0/z) < π, and
z > z0 otherwise (so z ≤ z0 if and only if the shortest route around the unit
circle from z to z0 is anticlockwise). D is known as the countable homogeneous
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local order. For those familiar with Fra¨ısse´’s amalgamation constructions, it
can be obtained as the limit of the amalgamation class consisting of all finite
local orders. See [C] for details.
3 H-dimension and the k-variable property
In this section we describe a general method of showing a class of structures to
have finite H-dimension. Our aim is to show that the class C of all circles has
H-dimension 3, and indeed the stronger 3-variable property. Nowadays there
is a gamut of methods for establishing results of this kind, including syntactic
arguments, the use of a finite temporal basis as in the introduction, games
[IK], model-theoretic saturation (van Benthem’s approach; see [GHR2] and
[vB]), and combinatorial arguments [Rey2]. We will describe a cross between
Immerman and Kozen’s method and van Benthem’s, suggested by [M]. The
reader may enjoy applying some of the other methods to circles.
3.1 What is the k-variable property?
First let us define the k-variable property.
Definition 3.1 Let K be a class of structures and let k < ω. We say that
K has the k-variable property if every monadic first order formula ϕ(x1, . . . ,
xk) with free variables amongst x1, . . . , xk is K-equivalent to a formula √(x1,
. . . , xk) that is written with variables x1, . . . , xk only.
Proposition 3.2 If a class K of structures has the k-variable property then
it has H-dimension at most k.
Proof. Assume that K has the k-variable property. Let ϕ(x1, . . . , xn, Q¯)
be any monadic formula with free variables amongst x1, . . . , xn and monadic
predicates from Q¯ = Q1, . . . , Qr. We introduce new monadic predicates R1,
. . . , Rn, and let σ(Q¯, R¯) be the sentence
∃x1, . . . , xn(
^
1≤i≤n
Ri(xi) ∧ ϕ(x1, . . . , xn, Q¯)).
As K has the k-variable property, there is a monadic sentence σ∗(Q¯, R¯) that
is K-equivalent to σ and uses at most k variables. We can assume that these
variables are other than x1, . . . , xn. We now obtain the formula ϕ∗(x1, . . . ,
xn) as the result of replacing each Ri(z) in σ∗ by xi = z (all i ≤ n and all z).
Clearly, ϕ∗ has at most k bound variables. We claim that it is K-
equivalent to ϕ. Let M ∈ K, a1, . . . , an ∈ M and h be any assignment
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into M . Let h0 be the same as h except that h0(ri) = {ai} for each i ≤ n.
Then as is easily seen, M ≤ ϕ(a1, . . . , an, h(Q¯)) iﬀ M ≤ σ(h0(Q¯), h0(R¯)), iﬀ
M ≤ σ∗(h0(Q¯), h0(R¯)), iﬀ M ≤ ϕ∗(a1, . . . , an, h(Q¯)). As the first and last
terms of this equivalence do not involve h0, we have proved the claim. It
follows that K has H-dimension at most k, as required. •
The converse to this result fails. [HS] describes a class of structures that
has H-dimension 3 but does not have the k-variable property for any finite
k.
3.2 A result of Immerman & Kozen
For Sections 3.2 and 3.3 we adopt the following conventions:
• L is a finite first order signature without function symbols.
• All monadic L-formulas are written with monadic predicates from a
fixed finite set (say {P1, . . . , P`} for some ` < ω).
• All assignments h are only defined on these finitely many predicates.
• K is an elementary class of L-structures (i.e., if M,N satisfy the same
non-monadic L-sentences and M ∈ K then N ∈ K).
Definition 3.3 Let ∑, n ≤ ω.
1. We write L∑,n for the set of all monadic L-formulas that are written
with variables from {xi+1 : i < ∑} only, and are of quantifier depth at
most n. (If n = ω the last clause has no eﬀect.)
2. Let M,N be L-structures, let h, h0 be assignments into M,N respec-
tively, and let a¯ ∈ M , b¯ ∈ N be tuples of equal (finite) length m ≤ ∑.
We write (M,h, a¯) ≡∑,n (N, h0, b¯) if for all formulas ϕ(x1, . . . , xm, P1,
. . . , P`) of L∑,n we have
M ≤ ϕ(a¯, h(P1), . . . , h(P`)) ⇐⇒ N ≤ ϕ(b¯, h0(P1), . . . , h0(P`)).
3. We usually write L∑,ω more simply as L∑, ≡∑,ω as ≡∑, and ≡ω as ≡.
≡ is the monadic version of ‘elementary equivalence’, whereas ≡k for k < ω
is ‘monadic elementary equivalence in the k-variable fragment’.
We will need the following model-theoretic characterisation of the k-
variable property, due to Neil Immerman and Dexter Kozen [IK]. Suppose
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that M ∈ K, h is an assignment into M , and a¯ ∈ M is a tuple. If K has
the k-variable property, the Lk-formulas that are true of a¯ clearly determine
which L-formulas are true of a¯. But because K is elementary, the converse
also holds; the proof of this uses compactness for first order logic. We require
the following version of this result.
Fact 3.4 (Immerman, Kozen) Let k < ω. The following are equivalent.
(i) Any ϕ(x1, . . . , xk, P1, . . . , P`), where ` is as above, is K-equivalent to
some √(x1, . . . , xk, P1, . . . , P`) ∈ Lk.
(ii) For all M,N ∈ K, all assignments h, h0 into M,N respectively, and all
k-tuples a¯ ∈ M and b¯ ∈ N , if (M,h, a¯) ≡k (N, h0, b¯) then (M,h, a¯) ≡
(N, h0, b¯).
In fact, this theorem holds without the restrictions on L or on the number of
monadic predicates. The argument of [IK] also shows thatK has H-dimension
at most d if and only if for all M,N ∈ K and assignments h, h0 of possibly in-
finitely many monadic predicates into M,N respectively, if (M,h) ≡d (N, h0)
then (M,h) ≡ (N, h0).
3.3 Equivalence systems
The restrictions above allow us to obtain:
Lemma 3.5 For each k, n < ω there are, up to logical equivalence, only
finitely many formulas in Lk,n.
Proof. A standard induction on n. •
Definition 3.6 Let M,N be structures and let h, h0 be assignments into
M,N respectively.
1. A partial isomorphism from (M,h) to (N, h0) is a partial map θ : M →
N such that for all atomic (or equivalently, quantifier-free) monadic
formulas ϕ(x¯) and all tuples a¯ ∈ dom(θ), we have
(M,h) ≤ ϕ(a¯) if and only if (N, h0) ≤ ϕ(θ(a¯)),
where θ(a¯) is the tuple in N got by applying θ to each element of a¯ in
order. Equivalently, (M,h, a¯) ≡ω,0 (N, h0, θ(a¯)) for all a¯ ∈ dom(θ).
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2. Let ∑ ≤ ω be a cardinal and let a¯ ∈M, b¯ ∈ N be (possibly empty) tuples
of equal finite length at most ∑. A ∑-equivalence system from (M,h, a¯)
to (N, h0, b¯) is a sequence • = (En : n < ω) of non-empty sets of partial
isomorphisms from (M,h) to (N, h0) with the following properties:
(a) For all n, if θ ∈ En then |dom(θ)| ≤ ∑.
(b) For all n, if θ ∈ En then any restriction of θ to a subset of its
domain also lies in En.
(c) For all n > 0, if θ ∈ En and |dom(θ)| < ∑, then for any a ∈
M \ dom(θ) there is θ0 ∈ En−1 extending θ and defined on a.
(d) If n > 0, θ ∈ En and |dom(θ)| < ∑, then for all b ∈ N \ rng(θ)
there is θ0 ∈ En−1 extending θ and whose range includes b.
(e) For all n, there is θ ∈ En with θ(a¯) = b¯.
We remark that the notion of an equivalence system is closely related to the
games described in [IK]. In fact, the second player has a winning strategy in
the k-pebble game on (M,h, a¯), (N, h0, b¯) of length n for all n, if and only if
there is a k-equivalence system between these structures.
Lemma 3.7 Let ∑ ≤ ω, let M,N ∈ K, let h, h0 be assignments into M,N
respectively, and let a¯ ∈ M, b¯ ∈ N have equal finite length ≤ ∑. Then the
following are equivalent.
(i) (M,h, a¯) ≡∑ (N, h0, b¯).
(ii) There exists a ∑-equivalence system from (M,h, a¯) to (N, h0, b¯).
Proof. (ii) ⇒ (i): Let (En : n < ω) be a ∑-equivalence system from (M,h)
to (N, h0). It suﬃces to show that for all n < ω and all a¯ ∈ M , b¯ ∈ N , if
there is θ ∈ En with a¯ ∈ dom(θ) and θ(a¯) = b¯ then (M,h, a¯) ≡∑,n (N, h0, b¯).
This we do by induction on n. The case n = 0 is clear. Assume the result
for n − 1 ≥ 0. Suppose that there is θ ∈ En with θ(a¯) = b¯. Take any
monadic ϕ(x¯) ∈ L∑,n, and suppose that (M,h) ≤ ϕ(a¯). We must prove
that (N, h0) ≤ ϕ(b¯). As ϕ is a Boolean combination of formulas of the form
∃y√(x¯, y), with √ ∈ L∑,n−1, it suﬃces to deal with these. Suppose then
that (M,h) ≤ ∃y√(a¯, y); let a0 ∈ M be such that (M,h) ≤ √(a¯, a0). As
√(x¯, y) ∈ L∑,n−1, the tuple x¯, and so also a¯, has length < ∑. As En is closed
under restrictions, we can suppose that |dom(θ)| < ∑. Hence by Definition
3.6(2c) there is θ0 ∈ En−1 extending θ and defined on a0. Let θ0(a0) = b0 ∈ N .
By the inductive hypothesis, (N, h0) ≤ √(b¯, b0), so (N, h0) ≤ ∃y√(b¯, y), as
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required. Showing that (N, h0) ≤ ∃y√(b¯, y) ⇒ (M,h) ≤ ∃y√(a¯, y) is similar
and uses Definition 3.6(2d).
(i) ⇒ (ii): If c¯ = c1, . . . , cm ∈ M and d¯ = d1, . . . , dm ∈ N are tuples of
length m, then they yield a relation {(ci, di) : i ≤ m} ⊆ M × N , which we
write as hc¯, d¯i. Now for n < ω let En be the set
{hc¯, d¯i : c¯ ∈M, d¯ ∈ N have equal finite length ≤ ∑, (M,h, c¯) ≡∑,n (N, h0, d¯)}.
If we assume (i), then ha¯, b¯i ∈ En for all n. So it is enough to show that
• = (En : n < ω) is a k-equivalence system from (M,h) to (N, h0). Clearly,
each En is a non-empty set of partial isomorphisms from (M,h) to (N, h0).
Properties (a) and (b) of Definition 3.6(2) are evident. Consider (c) of that
definition. Let n > 0, and suppose that hc¯, d¯i ∈ En, c¯ has length < ∑ and
c0 ∈M does not occur as an element of c¯. Let
ϕ(x¯, y) =
^
{√(x¯, y) : √ ∈ L∑,n−1, (M,h) ≤ √(c¯, c0)}.
By Lemma 3.5 the conjunction is eﬀectively finite, so ϕ ∈ L∑,n−1 and ∃yϕ ∈
L∑,n. Clearly, (M,h) ≤ ∃yϕ(c¯, y), so also (N, h0) ≤ ∃yϕ(d¯, y). Take d0 ∈ N
such that (N, h0) ≤ ϕ(d¯, d0). By definition of ϕ we have (M,h, c¯, c0) ≡∑,n−1
(N, h0, d¯, d0), so that hc¯c0, d¯d0i ∈ En−1, as required. The proof of (d) is similar.
•
3.4 Criterion for the k-variable property
Theorem 3.8 Let K be an elementary class of structures in a finite signature
L without function symbols, and let ∑ < ω. The following are equivalent.
(i) K has the k-variable property.
(ii) Whenever M,N ∈ K, h, h0 are assignments of a finite number ` of
monadic predicates to subsets of M,N respectively, and a¯ ∈ M , b¯ ∈
N are tuples of equal length ≤ k, if there is a k-equivalence system
from (M,h, a¯) to (N, h0, b¯), then there is an ω-equivalence system from
(M,h, a¯) to (N, h0, b¯).
Proof. Trivially, K has the k-variable property if and only if for all ` <
ω, any monadic formula ϕ(x1, . . . , xk) using at most ` monadic predicates
is K-equivalent to a formula of Lk that uses at most these same monadic
predicates. By Fact 3.4, this is equivalent to: for all M,N, `, h, h0, a¯, b¯ as in
(ii), we have (M,h, a¯) ≡k (N, h0, b¯) ⇒ (M,h, a¯) ≡ (N, h0, b¯). By Lemma 3.7,
this is equivalent to (ii). •
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4 Circles and H-dimension
Here we use the results of Section 3 to show that the class of all circles has
the 3-variable property, and so H-dimension (at most) 3. (Easy examples —
cf. [IK] for linear orders — show that the H-dimension is exactly 3.)
4.1 Localisations of circles
First we show how to localise a circle at a point, to give a linear structure.
Definition 4.1 Let C be a circle with ordering <, and let e ∈ C. We define
the structure Ce = (dom(C),@, H), where @ is a binary relation symbol and
H is a unary relation symbol, as follows. H is interpreted as {c ∈ C : c < e},
the past of e. We then let
x @ y if and only if x 6= y ∧ [(H(x)↔ H(y))↔ x < y].
Lemma 4.2 Let C be a circle, and let e ∈ C. Then in Ce, @ is a linear
ordering.
Proof. As @ clearly satisfies the trichotomy axiom, it is enough if we show
it to be transitive. Let a @ b @ c in Ce. We require a @ c. Clearly, e v x for
all x ∈ C, so we can assume a 6= e.
There are then eight cases, according to the values of H(a), H(b) and
H(c). We will assume that H(a) holds, i.e., a < e; the other case is similar.
Now we only have four cases. If b, c < e then the result is immediate, as
the past of e is linearly ordered by <. Secondly, if b < e ≤ c, then we have
a < b > c and must show a > c. But a ≤ c implies that b, c, e are all in a’s
linearly ordered future, contradicting b < e ≤ c < b. Thirdly, if c < e ≤ b,
then we have c < b < a and want a < c. But if a ≥ c then a, b, e are all
in c’s future, contradicting a < e ≤ b < a. Finally, if e ≤ b, c then we have
a > b < c and want a > c. But a ≤ c would yield a, b, e ≤ c, contradicting
a < e ≤ b < a. •
As an example, consider the circle C consisting of five points, 1,2,3,4 and
5, arranged anticlockwise at equal intervals around a ring and ordered as in
Section 2. Then C1 has @-order type 14253, C2 has order type 25314, C3
31425, and so on.
We repeat that e is always the @-least element of Ce.
Lemma 4.3 Let C,C 0 be circles, let e ∈ C and let θ : C → C 0 be a partial
map defined on e. Then θ is a partial isomorphism from C to C 0 if and only
if it is a partial isomorphism from Ce to Cθ(e).
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Proof. We must check that θ preserves < if and only if it preserves @ and
H. If a ∈ C write a0 for θ(a) ∈ C 0. Clearly, if θ preserves < then for any
a ∈ C, Ce ≤ H(a) if and only if a < e, if and only if a0 < e0, if and only if
Ce0 ≤ H(a0), so θ preserves H. But if θ preserves < and H then it evidently
preserves @, since this is defined in terms of them. Conversely, assume that
θ preserves @ and H. Then if a, b ∈ C are distinct, a < b if and only if Ce ≤
(H(a) ↔ H(b)) ↔ a @ b, if and only if Ce0 ≤ (H(a0) ↔ H(b0)) ↔ a0 @ b0, if
and only if a0 < b0, as required. •
4.2 The main proof
Linear orders have H-dimension 3. We can use localisations to establish the
same result (and in fact the 3-variable property) for the class C of all circles.
As C is elementary, by Theorem 3.8 it suﬃces to show that if C,C 0 ∈ C,
h, h0 are assignments into C,C 0 respectively, then any 3-equivalence system
• = (En : n < ω) from (C, h) to (C 0, h0) extends to an ω-equivalence system
•∗ = (E∗n : n < ω) — i.e., E
∗
n ⊇ En for all n.
Definition 4.4 If C is a circle and X ⊆ C, we say that a, b ∈ X are X-
adjacent if either (i) there is no c ∈ X with Ca ≤ a @ c @ b, or (ii) there is
no c ∈ X with Cb ≤ b @ c @ a.
If θ is a partial map defined on C, we say that a, b ∈ dom(θ) are θ-adjacent
if they are dom(θ)-adjacent.
Theorem 4.5 The class of all circles has H-dimension 3 (and indeed the
3-variable property).
Proof. Assume that • = (En : n < ω) is a 3-equivalence system from
(C, h) to (C 0, h0). For each n let E∗n be the set of all partial isomorphisms
θ : (C, h)→ (C 0, h0) with finite domain, such that:
• θd{a} ∈ En for all a ∈ dom(θ)
• for all a, b ∈ dom(θ), if a, b are θ-adjacent then θd{a, b} ∈ En.
We show that •∗ is an ω-equivalence system from (C, h) to (C 0, h0).
Let n > 0, let θ ∈ E∗n have domain D, and suppose that c ∈ C \ D.
We wish to find θ0 ∈ E∗n−1 extending θ and defined on c. (The case where
c ∈ C 0 \ rng(θ) is similar.) If D has size at most 2 then this is clear, as • is
a 3-equivalence system. Assume not. There are unique D-adjacent a, b ∈ D
such that Ca ≤ a @ c @ b. Choose φ ∈ En−1 extending θd{a, b} and defined
on c, and let θ0 = θ ∪ φ (regarding θ,φ as sets of ordered pairs, as indeed
they are). We will show that θ0 ∈ E∗n−1.
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Clearly a, c and c, b are θ0-adjacent, and θ0d{a, c}, θ0d{c, b} ∈ En−1. It is
easy to check that the other adjacent pairs x, y of θ0 are the same as for θ,
so that by Definition 3.6(2b,c), θ0d{x, y} ∈ En−1 for each such pair.
It remains to show that θ0 is a partial isomorphism from (C, h) to (C 0, h0).
If x ∈ dom(θ0) write x0 for the image θ0(x). Since every restriction of θ0
to singletons is in En−1, for every atom q and each d ∈ dom(θ0) we have
d ∈ h(q) ⇐⇒ d0 ∈ h0(q). So by Lemma 4.3, we need only show that θ0 is
a partial isomorphism from Ca to Ca0 (say). (By the lemma, this is true of
θ,φ.)
Since H is monadic and preserved by θ and φ, θ0 also preserves it. We
check that θ0 preserves @. Since θ,φ do preserve @, and the order type of
dom(θ0) in Ca is a, c, b, . . . , we need only show that for each d ∈ D \ {a, b}, if
Ca ≤ c @ d then Ca0 ≤ c0 @ d0. But (a, b) is a @-interval of Ca disjoint from
D, so d A b. As θ preserves @ we have Ca0 ≤ d0 A b0, and as φ preserves @
we have Ca0 ≤ b0 A c0. As @ is transitive on Ca0 , we obtain Ca0 ≤ d0 A c0, as
required.
The theorem now follows from Theorem 3.8. •
5 Circles and expressive completeness
We now show that no finite set of connectives is expressively complete for
circles.
Definition 5.1 If n ≥ 3 is odd, we let Cn be the circle consisting of the
nth roots of unity, ordered as before. (Cn consists of n points spaced equally
around a ring, with x < y if and only if the shortest route from x to y is
anticlockwise.)
We let K = {Cn : n ≥ 3 is odd}.
Theorem 5.2 The class K does not admit a finite temporal basis; and nor
does any larger class of structures in the same signature {<}, such as the
class C of all circles.
Proof. As expressively complete connectives for a class are trivially expres-
sively complete for any smaller class, it suﬃces to prove the result for K. Fix
a finite set Φ of connectives. Let A be a formula using these connectives,
without atoms. (We assume that >,⊥ are among the connectives of Φ, so
that such formulas exist.) If C ∈ K, then for any assignments h, h0 into
C and c, c0 ∈ C we have (C, h) ≤ A(c) ⇐⇒ (C, h0) ≤ A(c0). (The truth
value of A is clearly independent of h, and its independence of c is because
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of the symmetry of these circles.) Hence for C ∈ K we can write C ≤ A if
(C, h) ≤ A(c) for some (any) h, c.
There are finitely many formulas of the form B = ](B1, ..., Bn) for ] ∈ Φ,
B1, ..., Bn ∈ {>,⊥}. As K is infinite, we can choose distinct C,C 0 ∈ K such
that C ≤ B if and only if C 0 ≤ B for all such B.
Claim: For all formulas A without atoms, C ≤ A if and only if C 0 ≤ A.
Proof of Claim: By induction on A. If A ∈ {>,⊥} this is clear, and the
case of the Boolean connectives is simple. Suppose A = ](A1, ..., An) for
] ∈ Φ and Ai without atoms. Inductively, C and C 0 agree on the Ai. Let
B = ](B1, ..., Bn), where Bi = > if C ≤ Ai, and ⊥ otherwise. Then clearly
C ≤ A ↔ B and similarly for C 0. But C and C 0 agree on B, and it follows
that they agree on A. This proves the claim.
Now assume for contradiction that Φ is expressively complete over K. Sup-
pose that C has size n. Let A be a formula of Φ equivalent in K to ∫(x) def=
x = x ∧ ∃=ny(y = y), saying that the domain has exactly n elements. We
can assume A has no atoms, by replacing them by >; the semantics of A are
unaﬀected as ∫ is not monadic. Then C ≤ A, so by the claim, C 0 ≤ A, and
C 0 has size n. But by definition, there is a unique element of K of size n.
Hence C 0 = C, a contradiction. •
6 Constructions
The class of circles does not refute Gabbay’s conjecture, as the ordering on
a circle is not transitive. To convert circles into transitive orderings we need
some preliminaries, which we give in this section. We will give a method of
obtaining a structure from another in a way that preserves finite H-dimension
and the existence of a finite set of expressively complete connectives.
6.1 Introduction
Given a structure A, we may define a new structure B from A as follows.
The domain of B will be a definable subset of A, and we will require that all
atomic formulas on B are definable in A. So given any formula θ of B, by
relativising quantifiers and replacing atomic subformulas with appropriate
A-formulas we can find a formula θ↑ of A that is equivalent to θ on B.
Suppose that A has finite H-dimension. Does B also have finite H-
dimension? Well certainly, θ↑ can be replaced modulo A by a formula with
a bounded number of bound variables. However, we require a formula of
B equivalent to θ in B. θ↑ is a formula of A, so may involve quantifica-
tion over elements of A. So we will assume further that the elements of A
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have representatives in B, that mimic their properties in a definable way.
(As B ⊆ A, this is slightly stronger than A’s being one-dimensionally in-
terpretable in B in the usual first order sense.) We then say that B fits in
A. In this case, quantification over A can be reduced to quantification over
B, and it will follow that B has finite H-dimension. Similarly, if there is a
finite set of expressively complete one-dimensional connectives for A, then
we can construct from it a finite set of expressively complete connectives for
B. Converse results will also be established.
We will carry through this process over entire classes K of structures, if
all formulas involved work uniformly. We will show that if K has finite H-
dimension and/or a finite expressively complete set of temporal connectives,
then so does any class of structures obtained from structures in K in the way
described, and conversely.
6.2 Defining a structure in another
We now fix first order signatures L,L0 and a class K of L-structures. As is
usual, we write θ(x1, . . . , xn) to indicate that the free variables of the formula
θ lie in {x1, . . . , xn}; not all xi need actually occur free in θ. Firstly we show
how to define a new structure in any A ∈ K.
Definition 6.1 An (L0-)definition over K is a pair δ = hϕ,αi, where:
(i) ϕ(v) is a non-monadic L-formula with one free variable, v,
(ii) α is a map providing a non-monadic L-formula αR0(x1, . . . , xn) for each
non-monadic atomic formula R0(x1, . . . , xn) of L0,
such that for every A ∈ K,
(iii) {a ∈ A : A ≤ ϕ(a)} is the (non-empty) domain of an L0-structure B,
such that for each non-monadic atomic formula R0(x1, . . . , xn) of L0
and all b1, . . . , bn ∈ B, B ≤ R0(b1, . . . , bn) if and only if A ≤ αR0(b1, . . . ,
bn).
If A ∈ K we will write δ(A) for the L0-structure B of (iii); it is uniquely
defined, given A ∈ K.
Note that it follows from (iii) that αx=y is equivalent to x = y.
Lemma 6.2 Let δ = hϕ,αi be a definition over K, and let √(x1, . . . , xn,
P1, . . . , Pm) be a monadic L0-formula. Then there is a monadic L-formula
√↑(x1, . . . , xn, P1, . . . , Pm) such that for any A ∈ K, if B = δ(A), b¯ =
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b1, . . . , bn ∈ B and h assigns subsets of B to the monadic predicates P1, . . . ,
Pm, we have
B ≤ √(b¯, h(P1), . . . , h(Pm))⇔ A ≤ √↑(b¯, h(P1), . . . , h(Pm)).
Proof. Notice that as B ⊆ A, h is also an assignment into A, so the
result makes sense. Suppose that √ is given. First we replace each monadic
subformula P (t(y1, . . . , ym)) of √, where P is a monadic predicate symbol
and t(y1, . . . , ym) is an L0-term, by the formula ∃z(z = t(y1, . . . , ym)∧P (z)),
where z is a new variable. Now all monadic subformulas have the form P (z)
(z a variable). Then we simultaneously do the following. We relativise all
quantifiers of √ to ϕ(v). At the same time we replace each non-monadic
atomic subformula R0(x1, . . . , xn) of √ by αR0(x1, . . . , xn). The result is a
new monadic L-formula √↑.
More formally, √↑ is defined by induction on the structure of √. If √ is
the monadic formula P (t(y1, . . . , ym)), then √↑ is defined to be
∃z[αz=t(y1,...,ym)(z, y1, . . . , ym) ∧ P (z) ∧ ∃v(v = z ∧ ϕ(v))],
where z is any variable distinct from v, y1, . . . , ym. If √ is a non-monadic
atomic L0-formula R0(x1, . . . , xn) then √↑ is defined to be αR0(x1, . . . , xn).
We then define (√1 ∧ √2)↑ = √1↑ ∧ √2↑, (¬√)↑ = ¬(√↑), as usual. For ∃
we split into two cases. We let (∃v√)↑ = ∃v(ϕ(v) ∧ √↑), and if x 6= v,
(∃x√)↑ = ∃x[∃v(v = x ∧ ϕ(v)) ∧ √↑(x)].
The lemma now follows easily from the definitions by induction on √. •
Remark 6.3 It is easy to see how the bound variables of √↑ arise. Suppose
that V is a set of variables containing all the variables of ϕ and the bound
variables of √ and of the αR0(y1,...,ym) for each atomic subformula R
0(y1, . . . ,
ym) of θ; assume also that for each atomic subformula of √ of the form P (t(y1,
. . . , ym)) where P is a monadic predicate and t a term, at least one variable
z ∈ V is distinct from v, y1, . . . , ym, and V contains the bound variables of
αz=t(y1,...,ym). Then √↑ can evidently be written in such a way that all its
bound variables lie in V .
6.3 Constructions in detail
Secondly we must arrange that elements of each A ∈ K have representatives
in B = δ(A).
Definition 6.4 Let r ≥ 1.
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1. If X is a set of variables, an X, r-sort is a map ∫ : X → {1, . . . , r}. If
Y ⊇ X is another set of variables, a Y, r-sort ∫ 0 is said to extend ∫ if
∫ 0dX = ∫.
2. An r-ary (L0-)construction over K is a triple
ξ = hδ, (χi : i ≤ r),βi,
where
(a) δ = hϕ,αi is an L0-definition over K.
(b) Each χi(x, y) (1 ≤ i ≤ r) is an L-formula. We require that for
each A ∈ K:
i. A ≤ ∀xx0y(χi(x, y) ∧ χi(x0, y)→ x = x0 ∧ ϕ(y)) for all i ≤ r.
ii. A ≤ ∀y(ϕ(y)→ ∃xχi(x, y)) for each i ≤ r.
iii. A ≤ ∀x∃y(ϕ(y) ∧Wi≤r χi(x, y)).
iv. A ≤ ∀x(ϕ(x)↔ χ1(x, x)).
v. If 1 < i ≤ r then A ≤ ∀xy(χi(x, y)→ ¬ϕ(x)).
By (i) and (ii), each χi defines a function from B = δ(A) into
A. For notational simplicity, if b ∈ B we will write χi(b) for the
unique a ∈ A satisfying χi(a, b) in A.
(c) β is a map providing for each non-monadic atomic L-formula
R(x1, . . . , xn) and each {x1, . . . , xn}, r-sort ∫, a non-monadic for-
mula β(R, ∫)(x1, . . . , xn) of L0. We will write β(R, ∫) simply as
R∫(x1, . . . , xn) where β is understood. We require that for all
A ∈ K, if B = δ(A), bi ∈ B and χ∫(xi)(bi) = ai ∈ A for each i ≤ n,
then
A ≤ R(a1, . . . , an) if and only if B ≤ R∫(b1, . . . , bn).
3. Let ξ = hδ, (χi : i ≤ r),βi be an r-ary L0-construction over K. If
A ∈ K we write ξ(A) for the L0-structure δ(A). If a ∈ A ∈ K, then any
b ∈ δ(A) satisfying A ≤ Wi≤r χi(a, b) is called a representative of a. An
element a may have more than one representative, but by (b(iii)) it has
at least one.
4. Let ξ be an L0-construction over K. We will say that a class K0 of
L0-structures fits in K via ξ if K0 = {ξ(A) : A ∈ K} up to isomorphism.
So for each B ∈ K0 there is A ∈ K with ξ(A) ∼= B — ξ(A) and B are
isomorphic as L0-structures — and for each A ∈ K, ξ(A) is isomorphic
to some structure in K0.
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5. We say that K0 fits in K if it fits in K via ξ for some L0-construction ξ
over K.
6. Let A,B be structures. We say that B fits in A if the class {B} fits in
the class {A}.
In Figure 1, B fits in A. We have written R(3,2)(x, y) for R∫(x, y), where

















Let ξ = hhϕ,αi, (χi : i ≤ r),βi be an r-ary L0-construction over K. We will
prove a converse to Lemma 6.2, namely that all properties of elements of any
A ∈ K reduce to properties of their representatives in B = ξ(A).
Definition 6.5 1. For each monadic predicate letter P introduce r new
monadic predicate letters P 1, . . . , P r. P j will describe the interpreta-
tion of P on the part χj(B) of A. We will arrange that for all b ∈ B
and j ≤ r, B ≤ P j(b) if and only if A ≤ P (χj(b)). Formally, if A ∈ K,
B = ξ(A) and h assigns subsets of A to the ‘old’ monadic predicates
P , we define an assignment h0 of the ‘new’ predicates P j by:
h0(P j) = {b ∈ B : χj(b) ∈ h(P )} = χ−1j (h(P ))
for each old P and each j ≤ r.
2. For each monadic L-formula θ(x1, . . . , xn) and {x1, . . . , xn}, r-sort ∫,
we will define a monadic L0-formula θ∫(x1, . . . , xn). We may replace
any monadic subformula of θ of the form P (t(y1, . . . , ym)) by a formula
of the form ∃z(z = t(y1, . . . , ym)∧P (z)), for some variable z /∈ {y1, . . . ,
ym}. So we can assume that all monadic subformulas of θ are of the
form P (z). We then define θ∫ by induction:
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• If θ is atomic (non-monadic) then θ∫ is defined to be β(θ, ∫) (cf.
Definition 6.4(2c)).
• [P (xi)]∫ = P ∫(xi)(xi)
• (¬θ)∫ = ¬θ∫
• (θ ∧ θ0)∫ = θ∫ ∧ θ0 ∫
• [∃yθ(x1, . . . , xn, y)]∫ = W∫0 ∃y[θ∫0(x1, . . . , xn, y)], where the (finite)
disjunction is taken over all {x1, . . . , xn, y}, r-sorts ∫ 0 extending ∫.
Remark 6.6 We can bound the number of bound variables required in θ∫
as follows. Suppose that all monadic subformulas of θ(x1, . . . , xn) are of the
form P (z) for some variable z, and θ uses k bound variables. Assume also
that for each atomic subformula R(y1, . . . , ym) of θ, the formula β(R, ∫)(y1,
. . . , ym) uses at most k∗ − k bound variables. Then θ∫ can be written with
at most k∗ bound variables. For if vk+1, ..., vk∗ are distinct variables not
occurring in θ, we can assume that the β(R, ∫) use these as their bound
variables. If the bound variables of θ are v1, . . . , vk, then clearly θ∫ uses v1,
. . . , vk∗ as bound variables.
Lemma 6.7 Let θ(x1, . . . , xn, P1, . . . , Pm) be a monadic L-formula and ∫ be
an {x1, . . . , xn}, r-sort. Let A ∈ K and B = ξ(A). Let h be an assign-
ment of subsets of A to P1, . . . , Pm. Then for all elements b1, . . . , bn ∈ B, if
χ∫(xi)(bi) = ai ∈ A (i ≤ n), then
A ≤ θ(a1, . . . , an, P1, . . . , Pm)) ⇐⇒ B ≤ θ∫(b1, . . . , bn, h0(P 11 ), . . . , h0(P rm)),
where h0 is as in Definition 6.5(1).
Proof. By induction on θ. If θ is atomic (non-monadic) this is given by
Definition 6.4(2c). If θ is P (xj) then A ≤ P (aj) if and only if aj ∈ h(P ),
if and only if bj ∈ h0(P ∫(xj)) if and only if B ≤ P ∫(xj)(bj). The Boolean
connectives are easy to deal with.
Finally we assume that θ is the formula ∃yθ0(x1, . . . , xn, y). Then A ≤
θ(a1, . . . , an) if and only if for some a0 ∈ A, A ≤ θ0(a1, . . . , an, a0). As any a0
has a representative in B, this holds if and only if for some {x1, . . . , xn, y}, r-
sort ∫ 0 extending ∫ and some b0 ∈ B, A ≤ θ0(a1, . . . , an,χ∫0(y)(b0)). By the
inductive hypothesis, this last holds if and only if there are b0 ∈ B and an
{x1, . . . , xn, y}, r-sort ∫ 0 extending ∫ such that B ≤ θ0∫0(b1, . . . , bn, b0), i.e., if
and only if B ≤ W∫0⊇∫ ∃y[θ0 ∫0(b1, . . . , bn, y)], if and only if B ≤ θ∫(b1, . . . , bn),
as required. •
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6.4 Constructions and H-dimension
From now until the end of the section, we assume that K,K0 are classes of L-,
L0-structures respectively. Here we will show the significance of constructions
for H-dimension.
Theorem 6.8 Assume that K0 fits in K via the r-ary L0-construction ξ =
hhϕ,αi, (χi : i ≤ r),βi over K.1 Assume further that K has finite H-
dimension d, and that d∗ ≥ d is a whole number such that for any atomic
formula R(x1, . . . , xn) of L and any {x1, . . . , xn}-sort ∫, the formula β(R, ∫)
uses fewer than d∗ − d bound variables.
Then K0 also has finite H-dimension, which is at most d∗.
Proof. We will show that for every monadic L0-formula √ there is a monadic
L0-formula √∗ using at most d∗ bound variables and K0-equivalent to √.
Suppose that √(x1, . . . , xn, P1, . . . , Pm) is given. As K has H-dimension
d, there is a monadic L-formula √↑(d)(x1, . . . , xn, P1, . . . , Pm), using at most
d bound variables and K-equivalent to √↑(x1, . . . , xn, P1, . . . , Pm). Here, √↑
is as in Lemma 6.2. Let ∫ be the {x1, . . . , xn}, r-sort given by ∫(xi) = 1 for
all i ≤ n. Obtain [√↑(d)]∫(x1, . . . , xn, P 11 , . . . , P rm) as in Definition 6.5(2). Let
√∗(x1, . . . , xn, P1, . . . , Pm) be the formula obtained from √↑(d)∫ by replacing
P 1j by Pj and P
l
j by false if l > 1, for each 1 ≤ j ≤ m.
Claim: √∗ is K0-equivalent to √.
Proof of Claim: Let B ∈ K0. As K0 fits in K there is A ∈ K such that
B ∼= ξ(A), so we can assume that B = ξ(A). Let b1, . . . , bn ∈ B and let h
assign subsets of B to the Pj. Then B ≤ √(b1, . . . , bn, h(P1), . . . , h(Pm)) if
and only if A ≤ √↑(b1, . . . , bn, h(P1), . . . , h(Pm)) by Lemma 6.2, which holds
if and only if A ≤ √↑(d)(b1, . . . , bn, h(P1), . . . , h(Pm)), as √↑ and √↑(d) are
K-equivalent.
Let h0 be derived from h as in Definition 6.5(1). By Definition 6.4(2b(iv)),
bi = χ1(bi) for all i ≤ n. So by Lemma 6.7, the last formula holds if and
only if B ≤ √↑(d)∫(b1, . . . , bn, h0(P 11 ), . . . , h0(P rm)). As h is an assignment into
B, we have h(Pj) ⊆ B for all j. Hence by Definition 6.4(2b(iv,v)), for each
j ≤ m,
h0(P 1j ) = h(Pj)
h0(P lj) = ∅ for all 1 < l ≤ r.
So the last expression holds if and only ifB ≤ √∗(b1, . . . , bn, h(P1), . . . , h(Pm)).
Hence √ and √∗ are K0-equivalent, proving the claim.
By Remark 6.6, √∗ can be taken to use at most d∗ bound variables. Hence
K0 has H-dimension at most d∗, as required. •
1In fact, we need only assume that K0 ⊆ {ξ(A) : A ∈ K} up to isomorphism.
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This argument will also show that the k-variable property is preserved
from K to K0, if the formulas β(R, ∫) can all be written with k variables.
There is a converse to this result. First we need a trivial but useful lemma.
Lemma 6.9 Let k ≥ 3 be such that every atomic L-formula uses fewer than
k variables. Then every monadic formula ϕ of L that uses only k variables
is a Boolean combination of formulas each with at most k− 1 free variables.
Proof. By induction on ϕ. If ϕ is atomic, it is P (x) (for some monadic
predicate P ) or else is some atomic L-formula — so the result is clear in
this case. The Boolean connectives obviously preserve the given property.
Finally, let ϕ(x1, . . . , xk) be a monadic formula written with variables x1,
. . . , xk only. Then if 1 ≤ i ≤ k, the formula ∃xiϕ clearly has at most k − 1
free variables. •
Theorem 6.10 Let r ≥ 1 and let ξ = hhϕ,αi, (χi : i ≤ r),βi be an r-ary
L0-construction over K. Assume that the class K0 fits in K via ξ.2 Suppose
that k ≥ 3, every atomic L-formula uses fewer than k variables, and that
each of the L-formulas ϕ(x), αR0(x1, . . . , xn) (for R0(x1, . . . , xn) an atomic
L0-formula) and χi(x, y) (for i ≤ r) can be written using only k variables.
Assume that K0 has the k-variable property. Then K also has the k-variable
property.
Proof. Let θ(x1, . . . , xk, P1, . . . , Pm) be a monadic L-formula. We must find
a K-equivalent formula written with only variables x1, . . . , xk.










where the disjunction is taken over all {x1, . . . , xk}, r-sorts ∫. So it suﬃces
to show that θ can be K-equivalently rewritten using only x1, . . . , xk, under
the assumption that θ ` ∃y1, . . . , ykVi≤k χ∫(xi)(xi, yi) for some fixed ∫.
Under this assumption, we claim that there is a monadic L-formula θ∗(x1,
. . . , xk, P1, . . . , Pm), written with variables x1, . . . , xk only, such that θ is K-
equivalent to
∃y1, . . . , yk
≥^
i≤k
χ∫(xi)(xi, yi) ∧ ∃x1, . . . , xk(
^
i≤k
(xi = yi) ∧ θ∗(x1, . . . , xk, P¯ ))
¥
.
2In fact, {ξ(A) : A ∈ K} ⊆ K0 is enough.
(Here, y1, . . . , yk are new variables.) First let θ∫(x1, . . . , xk, P 11 , . . . , P
r
m) be
the L0-formula defined in Definition 6.5. Since K0 has the k-variable prop-
erty, there is an L0-formula θ0(x1, . . . , xk, P 11 , . . . , P
r
m), written with variables
x1, . . . , xk only, and K0-equivalent to θ∫ . Inspection of the proof of Lemma
6.2, bearing in mind our assumption on k, shows that the formula θ0↑(x1,
. . . , xk, P 11 , . . . , P
r
m) can also be written using only the variables x1, . . . , xk.
We now let θ∗(x1, . . . , xk, P1, . . . , Pm) be the result of replacing each monadic
predicate P ji (v) in θ
0↑(x1, . . . , xk, P 11 , . . . , P rm) by the formula ∃u(χj(u, v) ∧
Pi(u)), where u ∈ {x1, . . . , xk} \ {v} is arbitrary. By rewriting χj appropri-
ately, we can write this replacement formula, and hence θ∗ itself, using only
variables from x1, . . . , xk. Then by Lemmas 6.2 and 6.7, if M ∈ K, S1, . . . ,
Sm ⊆ dom(M), Sji = {b ∈ M : M |= χj(a, b) for some a ∈ Si}, and a1, . . . ,
ak, b1, . . . , bk ∈ dom(M) are such that M |= χ∫(xi)(ai, bi) for each i ≤ k, we
have
M |= θ(a1, . . . , ak, S1, . . . , Sm)↔ θ∗(b1, . . . , bk, S1, . . . , Sm).
Using our simplifying assumption, it is easily seen that θ∗ is as required.
It only remains to eliminate the extra variables y1, . . . , yk above. For
brevity we will omit mention of the monadic predicates P1, . . . , Pm, as they
play no further role. Now k was assumed larger than the number of variables
in any atomic L-formula. So by Lemma 6.9, θ∗ is a Boolean combination of
formulas with at most k−1 free variables. By considering disjunctive normal
form, we see that θ∗ is logically equivalent to a disjunction
W
j≤k θj(x1, . . . ,
xj−1, xj+1, . . . , xk) of formulas written with x1, . . . , xk only, where xj does
not occur free in θj. Thus, θ is K-equivalent toW
j≤k
≥
∃y1, . . . , yk
≥V
i≤k χ∫(xi)(xi, yi)
∧ ∃x1, . . . , xk(Vi≤k(xi = yi) ∧ θj(x1, . . . , xj−1, xj+1, . . . , xk))¥¥,
and it suﬃces to rewrite each disjunct of this using only k variables. But the
jth disjunct is logically equivalent to
∃xj(χ∫(xj+1)(xj+1, xj) ∧
∃xj+1(χ∫(xj+2)(xj+2, xj+1) ∧ . . .
. . . ∧
∃xj−2(χ∫(xj−1)(xj−1, xj−2) ∧ θj(xk, x1, x2, . . . , xj−2, xj, . . . , xk−1)) · · ·).
The final subformula θj(xk, x1, . . . , xj−2, xj, . . . , xk−1) here is obtained by cir-
cularly permuting the variables of θj so that x1 becomes xk, xk becomes xk−1,
. . . , and x2 becomes x1; of course, xj−1 does not occur free in the result. (This
rewriting of θj could be avoided by using extra quantifiers.) Since the above
is written with only the variables x1, . . . , xk, the proof is complete. •
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Remark 6.11 By taking θ to be a sentence we may see that finite H-
dimension is also preserved from K0 to K. By using Lemma 6.9 on θ0 rather
than on θ∗, we could assume that k is larger than the number of variables in
any atomic formula of L0 (rather than L).
6.5 Constructions and expressive completeness
Finally suppose that ξ = hhϕ,αi, (χi : i ≤ r),βi is a r-ary construction over
K. If K0 fits in K via ξ, we will show how to derive a finite expressively
complete set CK0 of one-dimensional connectives for K0, given such a set for
K. We will also prove a converse, corresponding to Theorem 6.10.
Definition 6.12 Let CK be a finite set of one-dimensional connectives for
K.
1. Let ] ∈ CK be a connective with table τ](x, P1, . . . , Pm). We identify
an {x}, r-sort ∫ with the number i = ∫(x) ≤ r. For each {x}, r-sort i
we define a new mr-ary connective ]i with table (τ])i(y, P 11 , . . ., P
r
m) (a
monadic formula of L0 as in Definition 6.5(2)).
2. We define CK0 = {]i : ] ∈ CK, 1 ≤ i ≤ r}.
3. As in Definition 6.5(1), for each atom p we introduce new atoms pi
(1 ≤ i ≤ r); and given an assignment h of subsets of A ∈ K to the
atoms p, we define an assignment h0 of subsets of ξ(A) to the new
atoms pi, by:
h0(pi) = {b ∈ ξ(A) : χi(b) ∈ h(p)}.
4. If D is a tense logical formula of CK, and 1 ≤ i ≤ r, define Di, a
formula of CK0, by induction on D:
• if p is an atom, then pi is given by (3) above
• (¬D)i = ¬Di
• (D ∧D0)i = Di ∧D0 i
• ](D1, . . . , Dm)i = ]i(D11, . . . , Drm).
Lemma 6.13 Let D be any CK-formula. Let A ∈ K and write B for ξ(A).
Suppose that b ∈ B, i ≤ r, χi(b) = a ∈ A, and h is an assignment into A.
Then (A, h) ≤ D(a) ⇐⇒ (B, h0) ≤ Di(b).
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Proof. By induction on D. If D is atomic the result holds by definition
of h0. The Boolean connectives are easy to handle. Consider the case D =
](D1, . . . , Dm). If j ≤ m, l ≤ r write Slj for {b ∈ B : (B,H) ≤ Dj(χl(b))}.
By the inductive hypothesis, for all j ≤ m and k ≤ r we have Skj = h0(Dkj )
def
= {b ∈ B : (B, h0) ≤ Dkj (b)}. So by Lemma 6.7,
(A, h) ≤ D(a) ⇐⇒ A ≤ τ](a, h(D1), . . . , h(Dn)),
⇐⇒ B ≤ τ i] (b, S11 , . . . , Srm), ⇐⇒ B ≤ τ i] (b, h0(D11), . . . , h0(Drm)),
⇐⇒ (B, h0) ≤ ]i(D11, . . . , Drm)(b) ⇐⇒ (B, h0) ≤ Di(b),
as required. •
Theorem 6.14 Suppose that K0 fits in K via ξ.3 Assume that CK is expres-
sively complete over K. Then CK0 is expressively complete over K0.
Proof. Let √(x, P1, . . . , Pm) be a monadic L0-formula. By expressive com-
pleteness of CK for K, there is a formula D(p1, . . . , pm) of CK whose table
is K-equivalent to the L-formula √↑(x, P1, . . . , Pm). Define D∗(p1, . . . , pm) to
be the result of replacing p1i by pi and p
j
i (j > 1) by false in D
1(p11, . . . , p
r
m),
for each i ≤ m.
We claim that D∗ has table K0-equivalent to √ . For let B ∈ K0. As K0
fits in K, there is A ∈ K such that B ∼= ξ(A). Let h be any assignment of
subsets of B to the atoms p1, . . . pm, and let b ∈ B. Then by Lemma 6.2,
B ≤ √(b, h(P1), . . . , h(Pm)) if and only if A ≤ √↑(b, h(P1), . . . , h(Pm)), if and
only if (A, h) ≤ D(b). But χ1(b) = b, so by Lemma 6.13, (A, h) ≤ D(b)
if and only if (B, h0) ≤ D1(b) in B. Also, as in the claim of Theorem 6.8,
h0(p1j) = h(pj), and if l > 1, h
0(plj) = ∅. Hence (B, h0) ≤ D1(p11, . . . , prm)(b)
if and only if (A, h) ≤ D∗(b). So B ≤ √(b, h(P1), . . . , h(Pm)) if and only if
(A, h) ≤ D∗(p1, . . . , pm)(b), as required. •
Now for the converse.
Theorem 6.15 Assume that K0 fits in K via the construction ξ = hhϕ,αi,
(χi : i ≤ r),βi over L.4 Suppose we are given a finite set CK0 of expres-
sively complete one-dimensional connectives for K0. Then we can eﬀectively
construct a finite set CK of expressively complete connectives for K.
Proof. CK consists of:
3As usual, K0 ⊆ {ξ(A) : A ∈ K} suﬃces.
4In fact, {ξ(A) : A ∈ K} ⊆ K0 suﬃces.
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• an m-ary connective ]↑, with table τ↑, for each m-ary connective ] ∈
CK0 with table τ ;
• a unary connective Ui (“up”) with table υi(y, P ) = ∃x(χi(x, y)∧P (x)),
for each i ≤ r;
• a unary connective Di (“down”) with table δi(x,Q) = ∃y(χi(x, y) ∧
Q(y)), for each i ≤ r.
Let θ(x, P1, . . . , Pm) be a monadic L-formula. By expressive complete-
ness, for each i ≤ r there is a tense logical formula Ei(p11, ..., prm) of CK0 that
is K0-equivalent to θi(x, P 11 , ..., P rm). Let Ei↑(p11, ..., prm) be the CK-formula
obtained by replacing each connective ] in Ei by ]↑. An easy induction
shows that if the table of Ei is τ then the table of Ei↑ is τ↑. Let E∗i (p1, . . . ,
pm) be obtained from Ei↑ by replacing each atom plj by Ul(pj). Finally let




i ). The theorem will be established if we show:
Claim: θ and E are K-equivalent.
Proof of Claim: Let A ∈ K and write B for ξ(A) ∈ K0. Let h be an
assignment into A and let h0 be obtained as in Definition 6.12(3). Let a ∈ A.
Then by Lemma 6.7, A ≤ θ(a, h(P1), ..., h(Pm)) if and only if for some i ≤ r
and b ∈ B such that χi(b) = a, B ≤ θi(b, h0(P 11 ), ..., h0(P rm)), if and only if
for some such i and b, (B, h0) ≤ Ei(p11, ..., prm)(b). By the above, this is true
if and only if for some i, b, (A, h0) ≤ Ei↑(p11, ..., prm)(b) (of course, h0 can be
regarded as an assignment into A).
Now observe that for all c ∈ A, j ≤ m and l ≤ r, we have c ∈ h0(plj) if
and only if (A, h) ≤ Ul(pj)(c). Hence A ≤ θ(a, h(P1), ..., h(Pm)) if and only if
(A, h) ≤ E∗i (b) for some i ≤ r and b ∈ B with χi(b) = a. This clearly holds
if and only if (A, h) ≤ Wi≤r Di(E∗i )(a), proving the claim. •
We remark that the methods we have described can be used to generalise
the ‘covering theorem’ of Amir & Gabbay [AG] to flows of time such as the
‘comb’. See [GHR2] for details.
7 Circle-like flows of time
Finally we use the constructions of the previous section to form a class of
transitive partial orders (flows of time) from circles. The theorems on con-
structions will show that the resulting class has finite H-dimension yet admits
no finite expressively complete set of connectives.
The previous meaning of @ is no longer needed.
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Definition 7.1 Let C be a circle with ordering <. We define a poset (C∗,@)
as follows:
• C∗ = C × {0, 1, 2}
• We write ci for (c, i) ∈ C∗. We identify c with c0 (c ∈ C).
• ci @ cj if and only if i < j, for all c ∈ C
• c0 @ c02 if and only if c ≤ c0 (all c, c0 ∈ C)
• No other elements of C∗ are related by @.
Example 7.2 Figure 2 shows what becomes of the three-element circle C











Evidently, (C∗,@) is an irreflexive transitive poset. We will show that the
class C∗ = {(C∗,@) : C a circle} has H-dimension 3 and indeed the 3-variable
property, yet admits no finite expressively complete set of connectives.
The key observation is that we can construct C∗ from C, the class of
all circles, as in Section 6. For let (C∗,@) be as above. We check the
provisions of Definition 6.4. Firstly, the formula ϕ(x) = ¬∃y(y @ x) defines
the domain of C in (C∗,@), and the relation x < y on C is defined in (C∗,@)
by α<(x, y) = x 6= y∧∃z(x @ z∧∃x(y @ x @ z)). Thus (ϕ,α) defines C over
C∗.
It is best to reindex the formulas χ of §6, so that the base formula χ1
becomes χ0, χ2 becomes χ1, etc. In this numbering scheme we may let
χ0(x, y) be ϕ(y) ∧ x = y, χ1(x, y) be y @ x ∧ ∃z(x @ z) and χ2(x, y) be
∃z(y @ z @ x). Thus the χi define functions from C into C∗ that cover C∗.
We have (C∗,@) ≤ χi(c, d) if and only if c = di (for all c ∈ C∗, d ∈ C and
i = 0, 1, 2).
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Finally we must define the formulas @ij(x, y) for all possible i, j ≤ 2 so
that C ≤ @ij(a, b) if and only if (C∗,@) ≤ ai @ bj. We define @ij(x, y) to
be ⊥ if i ≥ j, @01(x, y) and @12(x, y) to be x = y, and @02(x, y) to be x ≤ y.
It is evident that C fits in C∗ under this definition.
Theorem 7.3 There is no finite expressively complete set of temporal con-
nectives for C∗.
Proof. By Theorem 6.14, any finite expressively complete set of connectives
for C∗ would yield a finite expressively complete set of connectives for C,
which by Theorem 5.2 is impossible. •
Theorem 7.4 C∗ has the 3-variable property (and hence H-dimension at
most 3).
Proof. We know that C fits in C∗. We wrote the formulas ϕ, χi and α< using
only variables x, y, z, and the atomic formulas of L are x = y and x @ y,
which use fewer than three variables. By Theorem 4.5, C has the 3-variable
property. Hence by Theorem 6.10, C∗ has the 3-variable property. •
8 Summary
As well as deciding the conjecture (1.6) of Gabbay, Theorems 7.3 and 7.4, to-
gether with the results in [G1] and [HS], complete a natural piece of the inves-
tigation of various notions involving temporal logic and numbers of variables.
We can now say that for any class K of flows of time (i.e., partially-ordered
sets), we have:
K admits a finite expressively
K has finite H-dimension ⇐⇒ 1 complete set of many-dimensional
temporal connectives
⇑2 ⇑3
K has the K admits a finite expressively
k-variable property complete set of one-dimensional
for some finite k temporal connectives
The top equivalence (1) is the celebrated theorem of Gabbay [G1], and the
implications (2) and (3) are easy (see Proposition 3.2 and [G1]). Moreover,
no horizontal implication corresponding to (1) holds on the bottom. The
failure of the right-to-left implication is illustrated in [HS]. The failure of the
left-to-right implication follows from Theorems 7.3 and 7.4. It follows that
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